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Experiments were carried out in the wavy flow between concentric cylinders with the
inner cylinder rotating and outer cylinder fixed. The radius and aspect ratios were 0.8
and 44, respectively. The electrodiffusion method with a three-segment and simple
micro-electrodes was used for study of the axial and azimuthal components of shear rate
at the outer cylinder. The axial distributions of these components were obtained by
sweeping the vortices along the probes using a slow axial flow. The wavelength and
phase celerity of waves, height of vortices and their drifting velocity were calculated
from the measured limiting diffusion currents.

1. Introduction
Several techniques can be used for the measurements of shear rates at the solid-liquid
interface. The measurement of the current of an electrochemical reaction, i.e. the
electrodiffusion (polarographic) method (Cognet 1971, Lebouché 1970), is the only
method able to follow the space distribution and time evolution of wall shear rates. This
method is based on the measurement of the electric current limited by the transfert of
actives species to the working electrode. Using a redox reaction, repetitive
measurements can be carried out with a system which does not require addition of
active compounds as in the case of the above mentioned method. The measurements are
confined to the diffusion boundary layer which is very thin (several micrometers) in the
electrolyte solutions (high Schmidt number). This fact distinguishes the electrodiffusion
method from the other methods like laser Doppler anemometry, hot film anemometry
and particle image velocimetry.
The three-segment probes (see Fig. 1) are composed of three insulated circular sectors
that act as working electrodes (Sobolik et al. 1988). For the evaluation of flow direction,
we make use of the non-linear dependence of the limiting current density on the
distance from the forward electrode edge, i(x) ~ x-1/3 (Lévêque 1928). The forward
sector has higher current than the sector that lies in his shade. Hence, shear rate and its
components can be calculated from the limiting diffusion currents passing through the
three segments (Wein and Sobolik 1987).
In this work, the electrodiffusion method with a three-segment and simple microelectrodes was used for the study of the axial ( z) and azimuthal ( ) components of
shear rate at the outer wall of Taylor-Couette flow.
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2. Experimental
Experiments were carried out in the flow between concentric cylinders with the inner
cylinder rotating and outer cylinder fixed. The inner cylinder was driven by a stepper
motor with electronically controlled rotation rate. The diameters of the outer and inner
cylinders were equal to 62 and 49.6 mm, respectively. This corresponds to the radius
ratio, R1/R2 = 0.8. The aspect ratio was about 44. For simultaneous observation of flow
pattern and measurement of shear rate and vortex characteristics a Kalliroscope solution
was added to the electrolyte.
The flow regime with wavy Taylor vortices, i.e. vortices with steady azimuthal waves
was studied. The vortices were swept past the electrodes by a slow axial flow. Using
three-segment probe, see Fig. 1, complete maps of axial and azimuthal components of
shear rate and their fluctuations at the wall of the outer cylinder were obtained as a
function of axial co-ordinate and time. The vortex size (height) and the number and
celerity of azimuthal waves were measured by an array of simple electrodes mounted in
the wall of the outer cylinder. The arrangement of the electrodiffusion probes along the
perimeter of the outer cylinder is shown in Fig. 2. The azimuthal ( ) and axial ( z)
components of the shear rate ( ) were measured by the three-segment probe 3s with a
diameter of 0.5 mm. Simple probes e4, e5 and e6 were formed by circular electrodes
with the same diameter (0.5 mm). The celerity of azimuthal waves was calculated from
the time lag (correlation) of currents delivered by e4 and e5. The wave period was
obtained from autocorrelation of the current through the electrode e4. The wavelength
was calculated from wave period and celerity. The vortices were driven by a slow axial
flow (z-direction) along the probes. The drifting vortex velocity was calculated from the
time necessary for a vortex to cover the distance between e5 and e6. The height of
vortices was obtained from their period and drifting velocity. The correlations and fast
Fourier transformation of measured currents were calculated using Scilab software
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Fig. 1. Three-segment probe
with a diameter of 0.5 mm.

Fig. 2. Arrangement of the three-segment probe 3s and
simple electrodes e4, e5 and e6 along the perimeter.

3. Results and discussion
The limiting diffusion current histories measured by the three-segment probe (I1, I2, I3)
and three simple probes (I4, I5, I6) at Ta=323 are shown in Fig. 3. The measurements
were taken over about one and half vortex pairs with a sampling frequency of 40 1/s.
The vortex drifting velocity was 0.14 mm/s. Knowing the drifting velocity, the time axis
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Fig. 3. Current histories: I1, I2, I3 – three-segment
probe; I4, I5, I6 – simple electrodes; Ta =323

can be transformed to the axial coordinate z. The time td55 corresponds to the passage
of a vortex pair along the probe e5 in axial direction, whereas the time td56 indicates the
passage of vortex crest between the probes e5 and e6. The time td56 was used for
calculation of vortex drifting velocity and td55 for calculation of vortex height. The
azimuthal waves manifest themselves in the signal oscillations. These waves were
studied by means of the current correlations R4i, calculated with respect to I4. The time
lag tw45 between the autocorrelation of R44 and correlation R45 (see Fig. 4)
corresponds to the passage of a selected wave point between e4 and e5, and tw44 to the
passage of one wave past e4. The time tw45 was used for the calculation of azimuthal
wave celerity and the wave period tw44 for calculation of wavelength. The number of
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Fig. 4. Correlations with respect to the current I4
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Fig. 5. Characteristic values of wall shear rate (b) and its components (a) at Ta = 320.
azimuthal waves was obtained by dividing the perimeter of the outer cylinder by the
wavelength. The shear rate components calculated from currents I1, I2, I3 are shown in
Fig. 5a. The z-coordinate concerns the height of vortices but it is irrelevant for the
wavelength of azimuthal waves. The period of azimuthal waves shown in Fig. 5a is a
function of number of waves, angular velocity of waves and drifting velocity of
vortices. The amplitude of the shear rate components at different position z is given by
the envelope of the oscillations which is not shown. The meaning of different symbols
is also shown in this figure. The notion of filtered shear rate is introduced. This means
the shear rate or its components from which the azimuthal waves were filtred out by a
Butterworth filter, see f and zf in Fig. 5a. The course of filtered wall shear rates and
their components is similar to the wall shear rates in Taylor-Couette non wavy flow
(Sobolik et al.).
From the point of view of the axial velocity, the outflow creates a forward critical point
on the outer cylinder, see Fig. 5a. The azimuthal component of shear rate exhibits a
maximum at this point and a minimum at the rear critical point (inflow). The axial
component of shear rate is zero at these points. In fact, there is a small finite value of
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axial shear rate due to the drifting velocity of vortices. The amplitude of azimuthal
waves, given by the envelope of oscillations, has azimuthal a , and axial component az.
The azimuthal component is zero in forward and rear critical points. The axial
component has a maximum in forward critical point and it is very small at the extremes
of zf. Like in the classical forward critical point, the amplitude of axial oscillations, az,
exhibits maxima and the variation of zf is steep and almost linear. It is much steeper
than in the inflow. The outflow has the form of a narrow jet with a high radial and
azimuthal velocity.
Even if the amplitude of the axial component of shear rate has its maximum at the
forward critical point, the oscillations of absolute value shear rate are very small, see
Fig. 5b. It is due to the high value of azimuthal shear rate which is steady at this point.
We observed the transition from Taylor vortex flow into wavy vortex flow at Ta= 80.5.
This value is much higher than the values calculated by Jones 1985. From his Fig. 3, we
deducted values of 55.0, 57.6 and 64.5 for set-up of 1, 2 and 3 waves, respectively. We
found always three waves at the transition which is in agreement with the simulations
carried out by Jones.
The components of wall shear rate were measured at different rotational rate (Ta=97,
202 and 483). At the lowest rotational rate the regime of three azimuthal waves was
stable. The characteristic values of the vortices are shown in Table 1.
Tab. 1: Parameters of wavy vortex flow.
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The axial component of the wall shear rate can be compared to the wall shear rate in
classical impinging jet even if the azimuthal component in the forward stagnation point
exhibits a maximum. According to Prandtl’s boundary theory (Schlichting 1968), it
holds for the stagnation region of an impinging jet that the wall shear rate is
proportional to the distance from the stagnation point. The maximum of the wall shear
rate is at the transition from the stagnation zone to the wall jet region. The spatial
distribution of the wall shear rate fluctuations depends on the jet Reynolds number and
the distance of the orifice from the plate (Alekseenko and Markowich 1994). It can have
a maximum or minimum in the stagnation point or a constant value in the jet region. At
Ta=97, the amplitude of z had maximum at the forward stagnation point and with
increasing Ta the amplitude became almost constant in the outflow zone. Jones (1985)
concluded that the strong azimuthal jets at the outflow region destabilize the flow
making the vortices wavy. Coughlin and Marcus (1992) supposed that the both radial
and azimuthal jets and axial gradient of the azimuthal velocity are responsible for the
waviness. The strong azimuthal jet manifests itself by the maxima of f (see Fig 5a). It
increases with the Taylor number. The strength of radial jet can be deduced from the
axial gradient of zf. Its maximum value is also in the forward critical point.
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The shear rates and their components were calculated from the measured limiting
diffusion currents using the quasi-steady approach, i.e. the Lévêque solution. Taking
into account the inertia of the diffusion boundary layer, the amplitudes of oscillations
will be even higher.

4. Conclusions
The three-segment ellectrodiffusion probes are convenient for the mapping of the shear
rate components on the wall of the wavy Taylor-Couette flow.
The form of the axial distribution of filtered wall shear rate components is similar to the
distribution in steady Taylor vortices. However, the maximal values are more important.
Jet like outflow characterized by forward critical point was identified. The oscillations
of axial component of shear rate exhibit maximum oscillations whereas the oscillations
of the azimuthal component are negligible in the forward critical point.
The effect of the inertia of the boundary layer on the oscillation amplitudes should be
studied in the future
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